Abstract

Privacy-preserving in data mining refers to the area of data mining that seeks to safeguard sensitive information from unsolicited or unsanctioned disclosure and hence protecting individual data records and their privacy. Data perturbation is a privacy preservation technique which does addition / multiplication of noise to the original data. It performs anonymization based on the data type of sensitive data. Generalization is a technique where quasi identifiers data are replaced by some other more general term. In this paper privacy protection is applied to high dimensional datasets like Adult and Census. For ranking the attributes, information gain feature subset selection method is used. The high ranking attributes with sensitive information are set as quasi identifiers of the datasets. A hybrid perturbation technique is used to perturb categorical and numeric attributes of both the datasets and the utility of the datasets is measured using accuracy on data mining functionalities. The data distortion is measured using maintenance of Rank of Features (CK) between the original and perturb datasets. Experimental results show that utility of the perturbed datasets comparable with the original dataset and the Census dataset has comparable CK value than adult dataset.
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